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Make unique
creations in seconds
with a moldmaker that
fits on your work top
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Key Benefits
Custom molds, fast
No more buying the same
molds as every other chef
from the same supplier as
every other chef. Create your
own signature molds right
from your kitchen in a fraction
of the time (and cost) of
getting bespoke molds made.
Your own unique molds, made
on demand.

Everything you need to get
started
The FormBox comes with
everything you need to get
started right out of the box
-Setting up the machine is
incredibly easy and takes
less than five minutes - just
add your ideas and your
ingredients.

Compact size for
kitchens

Create molds from objects using
sculpted materials - potatoes

With a footprint smaller
than the average
microwave, the Formbox
is compact and fits
perfectly on your
worktop and can easily
be stowed away. Wipe
clean surfaces also
enable easy cleaning
of the machine.

Use your culinary skills to shape a
variety of materials into shapes for the
Form Box. Potatoes, pumpkin, dough anything that can be carved can be
sculpted into a shape for the Form Box
and made into a mold in seconds.
Alternatively, use owl fruits and
vegetables to make exact replica
molds, ready to be cast in anything
like chocolate, jelly or foams.

3D design support

Make Short runs of delicacies at low
cost

Mayku design support
staff are always on
hand to help you make
whatever creation you
want. Just sin up to get
all the design advice,
material suggestions
and mold making
expertise that you need.

Want to test out a mold before
committing to full scale production or
produce a limited edition run of bon
bons for an event or season? Use the
FormBox to create a small set of
molds to test ideas and produce
short runs of your creations in next to
to no time.
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How it Works
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Make your design and
3D print your template.

Place it in the FormBox
and copy it in seconds.

Take it out and make
dozens more in minutes.

Or use it as a mold
to cast hundreds of
versions in a range of
materials.

What have we been making?
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Materials
Forming

Mayku Form - White
versatile sheet for
making objects.
Mayku Cast - Clear food
safe sheet for making
reusable molds.

Key Specs
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Concrete
Plaster
Soap
Chocolate
Jesmonite

Wax

Jelly
Ice
Foam
Silicone
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200x200mm forming
area & 130mm draw
depth

l 000W ceramic
heater
Temp 160-340 °C
Material thickness
0.Smm-1 .Smm
Large external
handles for safe
and easy use
Steel bearings for
smooth operation

The
possibilities
are endless!

Questions?
Get in touch:

Sales Director:
adam@mayku.me
Marketing Director:
ben@mayku.me Or
visit our website:

www.mayku.me

partners.mayku. me

